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This course is designed to help students become skilled readers and writers through engagement with the following course requirements: Compose in several forms (e.g. narration, expository, analytical and argumentative essays) on a range of topics Writing that continues through multiple phases or drafts, with revision aided by teacher and peers Writing
informally (e.g. imitation exercises, journaling, collaborative writing) as students help to become aware of themselves as authors and the techniques , used by other writers Writing exposy, analytical, and argumentative compositions based on readings representing a variety of prose styles and genres Reading nonfiction (e.g. essays, journalism, science writing,
autobiographies, critiques) Analysis of graphics and visual images both in relation to written texts and as alternative forms of text even Development of research skills and the ability to evaluate, use and primary and secondary sources Implementation of research and writing papers , where students present an argument of their own that includes analysis and
synthesis of ideas from a variety of sources Citing sources using a recognized editorial style (e.g. Modern Language Association, The Chicago Manual of Style) Revision work to develop: A wide-ranging vocabulary used correctly and effectively; A number of sentence structures, including the appropriate application of subordination and coordination Logical
organisation, reinforced by techniques such as repetition, transitions and weight; A balance between generalization and specific, illustrative details; and an effective use of rhetoric, including tone, voice, diction and phrase structure. Read more about our High School and AP * Exam preparation courses Advanced Placement and AP are registered trademarks of
the College Board who were not involved in the production of, and do not support, these offers. To analyze different types of texts To write for a variety of purposes To understand and apply rhetorical strategies To evaluate and incorporate sources into researched arguments To prepare AP English composition exam Receive an instructor-signed certificate
with the institution's logo to check your performance and increase your job opportunitiesGiven the certificate to your CV or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX , a non-profit, relies on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globally This course prepares you to read deeper
and write more clearly about the works of literature. Through an engaging collection of videos, authentic readings and supporting material from a variety of sources, you will learn to appreciate literature from different genres. This course will focus on reading, and write about fiction and Gothic literature. You will expand your your while you sharpen your
academic and creative writing skills. Interacting with other students will help you refine your thoughts on reading and writing as well. You will learn to write under time pressure, and have the opportunity to complete practice tasks similar to those you find on the AP exam. There are no preconditions. You do not need to take the AP exam to participate in the
course. If you want to learn about literature and writing, this is the course for you. In this part of the course you learn: How to read and interpret major fiction works Culture and historical background of Gothic Literature Academic writing skills Testing strategies Part 1. Stories _ Monsters and Ghosts _ Week 1: Introduction to Fiction, Shelley Part 1 Overview of
Form and Vocabulary Goals for AP courses What is Gothic horror? Mary Shelley: Her Life, Her MonsterWeek 2: Shelley 2 What Is Close Reading? Frankenstein: Then and now Practice Test 1: Multiple ChoiceWeek 3: Stoker 1 Why write about literature? The Real Dracula: Vlad the ImpalerWeek 4: Stoker 2 What is literary evidence? Vampires: Not only for
breakfast How can you plan your writing? Practice Test 2: Essay / Free ResponseWeek 5: Beloved 1 Practice Test 3: Multiple Choice Toni Morrison and Beloved Writing: Introductions Are Tough! Week 6: Writing about Fiction &amp; Beloved 2 What is editing and revision? Practice Text 4: Essay / Free ResponseWeek 7: Final exam, Part 1Receive an
instructor-signed certificate with the institution's logo to check your performance and increase your job opportunitiesFat the certificate to your RESUME or resume, or send it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a non-profit, relying on verified certificates to help fund free training for everyone globally This course
is part of ASU's Professional Writing MicroBach Microlareors program. If you complete the two courses that are part of this program with a passed grade, you can earn transferable credit from one of edX's university credit partners. Languages and the ability to communicate effectively are critical skills in the global economy and in our daily social exchanges,
but they are also essential for gaining a deeper understanding of who we are. This introductory writing course will help you develop and express ideas effectively for a variety of personal and professional purposes, audiences and occasions. During the course, you will complete several major writing projects, keep a regular author's book, and maintain an
author's website where you will showcase your work and show what you have learned. If you wish to earn university credit, we will ask you to complete all tasks. Rhetorical knowledge: how to craft your writing to meet the needs of specific audiences for specific purposes. Critical how to make decisions about what to include and not to in your writing. Writing
Processes: how to use invention, research, drafting, revision and editing in your writing. Knowledge of conventions: how to use different formats and stylistic choices, including genre conventions. Digital technology: how to use different technologies to write more efficiently. Habits Mind: how to benefit from curiosity, openness, commitment, creativity,
persistence, responsibility, flexibility and reflection. Receive an instructor-signed certificate with the institution's logo to confirm your performance and increase your job opportunitiesGive the certificate to your RESUME or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a non-profit, relying on verified
certificates to help fund free training for all globally Excellent content and structure. This is a composition course, so students are expected to write a lot. What I like about the activities is the method, since participants are encouraged to reflect a lot, revise, correct, etc., exactly what writers do in real life. In short, there are demanding but rewarding tasks,
lectures are of high quality and help students, in my opinion, to understand the topics easily. The instructors are nice and care about the students' challenges. I'm Aziz from Morocco. I've always wanted to develop my writing skills especially academic writing, where I still have some problems. And I think this course is the perfect one for me to achieve this goal.
Thank you edX and Arizona state university for this incredible learning opportunity and happy learning for every one enrolled in MOOC. - _Aziz Soubai Awarding expertise in corporate culture. Regular Kurs through January 15Apply NowOr, as President Reagan might say, throw the little ones back. A violation of the four-ounce standard occurs if the average of
the total weight of the 10 smallest scallops in all the one-pint samples taken fails to meet the four-ounce standard. If a violation of the four-ounce standard is found among the black scallops from a particular vessel and treated as a separate unit for sampling purposes, the entire amount of scallops in possession or control will be considered in violation. If there
is a violation of the four-ounce standard among scallops held by a dealer/processor, only the scallops treated as a separate unit for sampling (i.e. the total amount of scallops, up to 10 % sampled) will be deemed to be in violation. Last updated on December 17, 2020 Is there a musty smell from your car and you can't place the source? Have you tried reading
your Google Map on your phone while navigating a busy street? As these small but annoying problems can make day miserable, grumpy and lower your productivity, not to mention that your passengers may feel uncomfortable or at risk. But a few hacks can make your car experience quite smooth and enjoyable. Here at Lifehack we have selected 10 best
products that we believe all drivers need to upgrade both their driving experience and the passenger journey. Try these car accessories to upgrade your car right away.1. Car Aromatherapy Essential Oil DiffuserChase away horrible smells with these beautiful diffusers? One is in the form of a sunflower and the other shaped like the tree of life. The housing is
stainless steel, and each diffuser has 12 different colored felt. 2. Ampper Blind Spot MirrorManeuver around the blind spots with these ultra slim convex 2 inch HD mirrors that stick easily to your current mirrors. It rotates 360 degrees so you can focus it on any blind area when parking or driving.3.The original patented car seat hole filler covers the gap between
the driver's seat and the passenger seat with this 2-stop package. They are made of neoprene to stretch and fit holes in different cars.  It has a slide free pad to place your goods and a credit card light. 4. ChiTronic Car SUV Seat Back Headrest Hanger HooksMake space for items like your handbag by hanging them from the back of your headrest. Each of the
pairs can hold up to 18 lbs. The hooks can swing back to the front as needed.5.Car Trunk Storage OrganizerOrganize your suitcase for more space with this split organizer. It has straps to hold on to the back and front seats too. It has more side pockets to hold more delicate things like phones. There's a lot to your coffee mug or water bottle. 6. Filter Sunlight-
Car Window ShadeKeep out the sun's glare and UV rays with this car window shade that easily fits any window. This window shade has 80 GSM that holds 98% of the sun's UV rays.  Install easily by applying the static plastic wrap page to the window.7. Moso Natural Air Cleansing BagThis small package of cleanses can be used up to 2 years. It naturally
absorbs the smell in your car and keeps it fresh and clean. It's nice when you and the passenger had drive through in the car or drive after a sweaty sports game. Everything inside the bag is obviously, so you don't have to worry about being allergic to chemicals. 8.Tile Style-The Car Key FinderFind your items easily with this Tile style any finder. It comes with a
200-meter range. You can also find your items on a map in the tile style finder. It's waterproof and shockproof made for endurance.9.Autoark Standard Car Seat Back OrganizerTransform the back of your front seats in storage compartments with this organizer. The main storage space is 11.8* 10.2 * 5.5inches with mesh side pockets to carry lighter items like
snacks. It is waterproof and wear proof.10. Mpow car phone MountUse your phone and safe with this car phone mount.  It has a 360 degree rotation swivel and a telescopic arm that will stretch up to 6.6 inches. It is flexible with phones with a width of up to 6 inches. Inches.
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